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ABSTRACT

Prompt explosions are obtained in hydrodynamic simulations
for the 12 MQ and 15 MQ type II supernova initial models of Weaver
and Woosley, when the nuclear equation of state is sufficiently

soft and when general relativity is included*

We are of course aware from observation both in our own and other
galaxies that powerful explosions involving single stars take place*
These catastrophic events lead to displays as luminous, for an
instant, as the entire galaxy in which the star resides. We further
believe that some of these events, labelled type II Supernovae,
involve the disruption of massive stars, with masses in the range
8 MQ £ M i 100 HQ. Type I Supernovae, distinguished by light curve
and spectrum, probably originate in lighter stars and are not con-
sidered here. The anticipated scenario for type II is briefly as
follows: stars with masses in excess of 8-10 solar masses burn
rapidly, exhausting all available nuclear fuel after perhaps 107

years. The end point cones when the central, hottest and densest,
regions of the supernova progenitor have fused to iron or elements
near iron in atomic number. Further fusion is impossible, the stel-
lar mass is close to the Chandrasekhar mass 1.4MQ, and collapse is
initiated by photodisintegration first and then by electron capture.
The entropy in the core starts low and remains low during collapse;
thus the initial hydrodynamics is adiabatic. When the density
approaches normal saturation density over an appreciable part of the
core nuclear matter stiffens, halting the collapse. Inevitably the
central core, which falls in without essentially influencing the
mantle and envelope of the star, rebounds and a shock forms at or
near the sonic point where infall velocity matches sound speed. The
subsequent outer progress of this shock will generate an explosive,
prompt removal of the outer regions of the star, provided the initial
shock energy is adequate and propagation losses are limited.

Early calculations by Mazurek, Cooperstein and Kahana2, as well
by others, studied the hydrodynamics of collapse and shock evolution
with uniformly negative results. Artificially constructed low mass
cores » could be made to explode theoretically, but for the real-
istic initial core models of Woosley, Weaver and collaborators5 the
shock produced in the simulations stalled and became an accretion
shock before traversing the core.



An extensive numerical study of the important features control-
ling shock formation and evolution found, contrary to previous asser-
tions*, that the nuclear equation of state at high density was a most
important ingredient in the collapse and bounce of the core.
Softening the nuclear equation of state at densities greater than
saturation density greatly enhances the initial shock energy.
Further, very recent work by Baron, Cooperstein and Kahana found,
surprisingly, that the introduction of general relativity has a
pivotally ber ficial effect on shock production. The combined effect
of a softening in the equation of state and of the presence of
general relativistic gravity is to produce prompt explosions for the
most recently calculated, realistic, initial models7.

The equation of state used to model high density nuclear matter
takes a simple form for the nuclear pressure6>8

P ( P > 5 p ^ o
where KQ(x) and po(x) are the nuclear incompressibility and density
respectively of uniform nuclear matter at saturation, x • Z/A » ye
is the charge to mass ratio or electron fraction for this matter, and
Y is the nuclear high density adiabatic index. The incompressibility
KQ( X ) is presumably known near symmetric matter, x * 0.5, from data
on the excitation energy of the giant monopole, breathing mode in
heavy nuclei. It is crucial to note that the B-capture occurring
during the early stages of core collapse and which halts when the
core density rises sufficiently to trap neutrinos, produces and
sustains in the inner core a proton/baryon ratio Z/A « 0.32. For
symmetric matter (Z/A » 0.5) the incompressibility is usually taken
in the range of 180HeV to 240MeV, which translates for lead say (x -
0.4) into a value for KQ consistent with the known position of the
breathing mode. For our purposes, however, note must be taken of the
appreciable drop in

KQ( X ) » 9po
2(x) — z - (po(x)) which follows by simply reducing x from

0.5 to 0.32. The softening in nuclear matter becomes evident if one
examines the evolution of the energy versus density curve from bound
symmetric matter to unbound neutron matter (x*0). KQ(x) proceeds
from positive values to zero as the stable minimum in the E(p) curve
becomes an inflection point. Bound asymmetric matter is less stiff
and less bound at saturation than is symmetric matter. Specifically
Baron et al »8 used

K0(x) - K0(l/2) [1 - 2 (1 -2x)
2] MeV

and po(x) - .16 [l - 3 (0.5 - x)
2] MeV (2)

as calculated by Kolehmainen et al .

The high density adiabatic index Y» which controls the pressure
at the highest densities reached in the collapse, is less well
understood. Sorae limits on Y result from considerations of observed



neutron star masses; such stars are presumably the remnants of the
supernova explosion* Hatter described by stiffer equations of state
at the high densities p ts 5po(x) appropriate to the deleptonised
remnant will sustain higher maximum neutron star masses. For the
equation of state (1), modified to make neutron matter unbound, one
finds maximum masses near the observed value - 1.5 MQ provided y is
taken between 2.5 and 3.0. This is only a rough constraint, and
lower y values are undoubtedly possible.

The Newtonian hydrodynamic calculations in references 6,8 are
based on an explicit, Lagrangian, spherically symmetric code. This
scheme was modified to take full account of general relativity. No
Newtonian calculation, for the realistic initial models, yields a
shock sufficiently strong enough to disrupt the star.. In general for
stiff equations of state, relativistic gravity, w'.iich effectively
strengthens gravity, will harm the shock, a result found by previous
authors*1. However, there is a threshold of softness beyond which
the increased binding in the final hydrostatic core, and hence the
increased initial shock energy, overcomes all hindrances and the
shock succeeds. Another interesting and important effect of general
relativity is that the collapse is more rapid than under Newtonian
dynamics. Thus, when the shock reaches the outer parts of the core,
these have not collapsed as far and are at lower density and lower
infall velocity. This situation is highly favourable for the outward
propogation of the shock.

Finally then, 12 HQ and 15 MQ models of Weaver and Woosley are
studied. Vigorous, prompt explosions result for reasonable values of
the incompressiliility and adiabatic index; a permissible, equivalent,
symmetric matter value is Kg(1/2) » 160-170MeV provided one can take
y near 2.5. The relevant incompressibility for the collapsed core is
K0(0.32) * 120MeV. We clearly prefer the softer end of the range
described v>y Blaizot , but much of the required softening arises from
the extrapolation in Z/A. Some support for an even softer equation
of state comes from consideration of the difficulties which occur in
fitting a Landau sum rule for nuclear matter12.
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